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levis overalls are pretty darned comfy. as our testers pointed out, they could teach pajamas a thing
or two about being comfortable and easy to get on and off. three sizes of dubbins pants were a
great option for our testers, and the adult versions are also available in tall, which adds an extra

inch of length. why its great: with their enormous selection of kids rainwear and pajamas, the
well.com brand was one of the easiest to recommend. we felt well-informed about the choice of

materials and moisture-wicking technology, which is a plus when youre shopping for kids clothes.
levis overalls were pretty comfy. our testers said they could teach pajamas a thing or two about

being comfortable and easy to get on and off. three sizes of dubbins pants were a great option for
our testers, and the adults versions are also available in tall, which adds an extra inch of length. why
its great: if youre unsure about a major purchase, a quick look at our picks is the best place to start.
the nordstrom basic black rain jacket is a great raincoat thatll be useful for years to come, but it falls

in the price range of nordstroms outlandishly priced casual jackets , which might be more
appropriate for your budget. thankfully, nordstroms casual jackets are also the only ones thatre in
that price range that offer a variety of sizes and lengths. speaking of size, neither of the nordstrom

casual jackets looks like something youd try on a 5-year-old, so kiddos have no worries about finding
the right fit. why its great: a smart pick for the inner-city girl with a busy schedule, the well.com
lifestyle collection sporty rain jacket is perfect for everything from piano recitals to gym class.

despite its high price, the coat is made of soft and durable material and has extra-durable hood. one
tester loves how it can be worn over a t-shirt and sunglasses, another sees it as a spring coat thatll

endure a lot of wear. the powder-free lining is a bonus for allergy sufferers.
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the helly hansen vesta jacket is one of the best weatherproof, packable jackets i have ever tested.
it’s plenty warm and waterproof, and it also has great pockets, a hood and a long-sleeved version.
the jacket proved to be the most versatile in terms of design, with plenty of room for layers in its
deep pockets. over the years ive found that most waterproof jackets with pockets are pretty darn

small, but the helly hansen offers a generous side-entry pocket that can easily hold my water bottle
or food, as well as keys and other small items. the warmth and windproof capabilities of this jacket

are excellent, making it ideal for many outdoor adventures. most of the raincoats we considered had
at least one pocket, but the columbia watertight ii came with two. the extra pocket on the hunter is

in a different location than our other picks, and it doesnt have a drawstring closure. if you want
something that will last, the columbia watertight iii is one of our top picks. it has a durable, oil-

resistant polyester-reinforced nylon shell and dwr (durable water repellent) to help resist moisture.
the carhartt-inspired hood has draft flaps, and our testers noted that it provided amazing protection
against the elements. the jackets mesh fabric at the underarm and shoulders was a nice touch, and

despite the high price, this is the only raincoat we tried that comes with a storage pocket. our
testers liked that the hood covers your face when zipped up, but the chin protector created a step in
which some had to tilt their head. the columbia jacket can be a bit bulky, though, so it doesnt offer
any extra room if youre wearing other layers. although the columbia rain coat doesnt have many
pockets, it has them in all the right places. there are two on the right hip, and two on the left, and

the added pockets are a nice upgrade from the other raincoats we considered. one zipper was easier
to use than the other, and the side vents were a nice touch. a few testers said the columbia jackets
sizing was a bit small, so consider sizing up if youre uncomfortable in the pants-sized sizes offered.
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